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CHECK IN ON YOUR PURPOSE- ARE YOU LIVING IT?

As Oprah said so eloquently said…”Your real job here on earth is to find your flow and let it carry you to the next
level and the next level. When your life is out of sort, you are out of flow.”  
 
If you are human, at some point in your life, no matter who you are, you will fall out of flow. I describe it as feeling
like your are off, like living in mud where everything seems a bit harder. Sometimes a life change triggers this such
as a breakup, divorce, retirement, last child moving out, change of job. Sometimes we derail without a major
triggering event. 
 
A  famous quote by Montaigne states:  “The great and glorious masterpiece of humanity is to know how to live
with a purpose”.  Living a phenomenal life, the highest manifestation of yourself is not possible without finding
purpose, thus, checking in and regularly evaluating if you are living on purpose is critical.  
 
How do we do this? There are so many seminars, books and formulas out there on how to find purpose but I
believe it’s much simpler than that. Note that I said simple, not easy. Some steps:
 
1. Get still.
 
2. Ask yourself, what makes you feel most alive? This is something only you know. What are you doing when time
seems to stand still? Write it down.  
 
3.  When you don’t know, do nothing. Remain still until you do know.  
 
4. When you do know,  follow the path and trust you will be strong enough to stand in it.  
 
 5. Repeat. Finding meaning and living on-purpose is a lifelong project. Surrender your fear and align with your
purpose and you will live the majestic life you are seeking.


